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The contest reflects current industry technical standards and is divided into three task sets: 
• Task No. 1: A spot repair on a panel including featheredging, priming, blocking, and

refinishing
• Task No. 2: Masking a vehicle per a work order

Task No. 1: Spot Repair 
1. Repair paint damage; mix and apply bare-nietal p1·iiner to a damaged fender.

A front fender will be affixed to a st.and. There will be a 4-inch scrcitch on the fender. The 
contestant is to prepare the damaged area to receive a surfacer prime1·.

2. Apply primer surfacer and sand.
Using the same fender, the contestant should mix and then apply a primer surfacer to the 
damaged area. When the panel is dry, the contestant scmds the surface until the area is 
ready to seal.

3. Apply primer sealer.
The contestant then mixes and applies the primer sealer to the damaged area.

4. Apply basecoat.

The contestant will prepare and apply basecoat to the damaged area, blending it out far 
enough. to create an invisible repair, without painting the entireferuler.
NOTE: The basecoatfor this contest will be a solvent-borne product.

5. Apply clear coat.
The contestant then mixes and applies clear coat to the entirejeJUler. 

Task No. 2: Masking 
1. Mask a vehicle for a refinish repair using a repair order as a guide.

Using a mock repair otder that outlines danu,ge 011. a vehicle, the contestant is to
envision how they would repair and paint the vehicle and then. mask it accordingly. The
repair will consist of a two-panel repair that includes a blend onto the second paneL
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Contestants 
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Used tack rag 
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